Q Senate 11/20/15

Attendance:

OUTspoken – Paul Sira(He), Val Pizzo(He)

ritGA – Connor

Spectrum – Cooper

Tangent- Luna

Tigress –

Labrys – Claire

A Space – CJ (He)

Q Center – Adrian

Housing Committee- Nicole (She)

Seb from random citizen land

I. Announcements

a. Club Updates

ritGa

a. drag show

i. tabling in SAU 11-3

2. Q Center

a. TDOR 7-9 Kate Gleason A055

b. Deaf, Blind & Gay- SDC 1100 11 a.m. Saturday

i. Food?

ii. Planned by a mystery person

3. Tangent

a. Nothing new

b. TDOR

c. List compiling

4. A Space

5. Labrys

6. Spectrum

7. Housing

a. 47 responses to gender inclusive floor survey so far

b. Gender inclusive restrooms- some signs have been posted

i. Plans to convert all single-user restrooms

ii. Option on RIT maps to view all women’s or men’s restrooms on campus, plans to add gender neutral as well

iii. New signs ordered

8. OUTspoken

a. Campus pride Evaluation
i. Applied for an account, just approved
ii. Long process of lists and lists and lists

b. Old Business
   a. TDOR is tonight please go
      1. Gabrielle Hermosa speaking after
   b. Holigay party
      1. Not much of a chance for advertising- thanksgiving break
         a. Email clubs
      2. Catered delicious food
         a. Mac & Cheese w/ bacon
         b. Chicken Marsala
         c. Veggie pinwheels
         d. Salad
         e. Some sort of dessert hopefully
      3. Cooper met with Max to talk about decorations
         a. Flags
         b. Already promoted to Spectrum
         c. Can Spectrum get some gifts? (flags)
      4. Expected attendance: 30?
   c. Robin Thicke
      1. Event planning to combat rape culture
         a. (canning rape )Can drive Monday after break
         b. Awareness tabling in breezeway day of the concert
         c. Posting on feminist coalition page
         d.